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Board of Realtors Make
Married Housing Survey
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Tuesday, November 23, 1971

Hector Garcia, assistant music professor and
considered by many the foremost classical guitarist of
the Southwest, may leave UNM unless his part- time
teaching status is changed.
Although Garcia admits "I prefer to teach here," he
has "been looking for a full time job."
Unknown to Garcia, two students, Bill Baker and Jack
Douthett are currently circulating a petition pushing for a
full - time position for Garcia.
The petitions ask for signatures of any UNM student
interested in classical guitar instruction for credit at any
level from beginning to advanced.
'The Need'
"Your chances," said Baker "are slim of getting in
unless we are able to prove the need to put Hector Garcia
on full-time teaching. This petition is in your interest and
we would appreciate your signature if you are
interested."
Petitions are to be posted at the information center of
Zimmerman Library, the Union bulletin boards and the
music office, room 105, the Fine Arts Center.
"To my knowledge," Baker said, "he's one of the few
guitarists capable hnt.h 1'Y'I11<';,..... nn --...:~ L- -!· • • ••
of handling any level student. If he leaves the Umvers1~y,
I don't think there'll be any way of finding someone W1th
equal talents to replace !!im:''
Garcia teaches no classes as such; he gives more or less
private instruction to two or three students at the most at
one time.
"Beginners could be taught in classes, but once a
student has passed the first semester, he needs more
private time," Garcia said. "Right now, I don't have the
time."
No Instruction
Garcia said he believes he is the only classical guitar
teacher on campus other than one instructor of "Mexican
guitar" at the Chicano Studies Center.
A graduate of Peyrellade Conservatory of Havanna,
Garcia has been teaching guitar here since 1967.
Although Garcia said he was unaware of the students'
petition, he said, "They are doing what they think is
right. If I don't teach full time here, many students won't
get any instruction at all."
Garcia is currently aided by several teaching assistants.
Garcia said he knew the department might not have
enough money for the promotion and said he understood
their viewpoint. He also made it clear there is no schism
developing between him and the department and that the
department head was working diligently for the
promotion.
Donald McRae, assistant dean o:t: the College of Fine
Arts, also said he had not heard anything about the
situation and planned to discuss it with Garcia. He
declined to make a comment at this time.
Clinton Adams, dean of the College of !fine Arts; said
he had not heard about Garcia's dissatisfaction. "I
wouldn't care to comment on the situation until I talk to
Hector,'; he said.
William Seymour, chairman of the department of
music, was unavailable for comment.

Upon request from the Board of Regents, the Albuquerque
Board of Realtors have taken a survey for the University area
in connection with the proposed housing to be constructed
for married UNM students.
The survey which was sent to more than 1300 rental units
around the UNM area has not been compiled yet. Around
500 of the landlords and occupants have responded to the
questionnaire.
Walter Williams of the board, reports it will take about two
weeks to compile the results of the survey. He also remarked
he was pleased with the response. He said he had not
expected such a large return.
Next Year
Also included in the report will be a survey on what will be
built in the way of housing around the University in the next
year or so. The Planning Commission has 10,400 units either
under construction or being planned around the city and the
report will include this.
The boar.d, with its five members, will try to come,
Williams said, to some conclusion on what the present and
future prospects will be for the Univei;;ity students tryir~ to
obtain housing.
Super-Saturate
Williams feels the 10,400 units being planned could supersaturate the Albuquerque area with housing. However, he
admitted the proposed housing would drive down the rental
fees around Albuquerque. Williams said a survey taken in
1968 showed the saturation level of Albuquerque in housing
units is around 2000.
The survey will break down the housing units in categories
of rentals; $50-80, $80-100, $100-125, $125- and up. The
proposed new housing will have units ranging from around
$100 to $140.
GSA
A survey conducted by GSA, is "at the post office now,"
said GSA President Bert Hansen.
The GSA survey is responsible to the regents for finding
out the number of married students needing low-cost
housing; the size, type and number of units required and the
level of rent students can pay.
Hansen said his survey will cover the entire city, adding it
had used the "total listing Data Processing has."
Hansen said, "I'm basically trying to find out what kind of
housing they're living in."

There will be a special meeting of the ASUNM Senate tonight. The meeting will be upstairs in the Union
at 7 p.m.

Pique-Nique

The absurdity and
meaninglessness of much human
communication will be illustrated
(in French) as the French
department presents two plays,
Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 at 8 p.m. ill
the Union Theater. Here, Haniet
Bloom and Franklin Di<!key enact
a satire of war from the play
Pique - Nique en CampagriC'. Price
is 50 cents for students; $1 for the
general public,

Cambodian Monuments Survive
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Asian Temple Ruins Escape .lndo-,China War
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PHNOM PENH (UPI) - A
market and war refugees' hovels
flank the 12th century Angkor
Wat ruins in northwestern
Cambodia.
Under Communist control since
Jtme of last year, the temple ruins
and surrounding park have not
been seen or entered by
govPrnment troops or officials in
17 months. But for peasants
fleeing bombing by allied planes,
Angkor has become a precarious
refuge. It is off limits to bombing,
A peasant who came to Phnom
Penh from a village in the
surrounding countryside recently
told of life in the shadow of
Augkor, 180 miles northwest of
Phnom Penh.
When last June the advancing
communists came close to
capturing the nearby provincial
town of Siem Reap, which once
served as an airport for tourists
visiting the ruins, thousands of
villagers streamed into the park to
avoid the fighting, the peasant

editorial

Housing Survey Treated Casually
The Graduate Student Association has
apparently just gotten its housing survey
into the mails.
Their survey is half ·of a dual effort in
cooperation with the Albuquerque Board of
Realtors to come up with hard data to
enable the UNM Regents to make a decision
about whether or not to sponsor housing for
married students.
The delay the GSA administration seemed
to experience in getting their questionnaire
together is odd in the face of the bustling
effort by the Albuquerque Board of
Realtors.
The realtors' survey was distributed Nov.
2, and the results are in, but not tablulated.
The request for the dual survey was made by

a special UNM housing study committee
early in October.
GSA's lethargic moves in getting their
survey distributed is in odd contrast to the
high priority put on the project by both
GSA President Bert Hansen, and the GSA
Council.
For example, council introduced a
strongly worded resolution to the Regents in
Octo her charging the Housing and Campus
Planning Committees .and the Regents
themselves with delay and insensitivity to
the housing problem.
We hope that GSA's other high priority
projects do not suffer from the same casual
treatment given the housing survey.

.,.

said.
Under Orders
Both sides in the fighting were
apparently under the orders that
the government army is still
under-not to fire on the
monuments for fear of damaging
them. Communist Vietnamese
defectors say they too are still
under strict orders not to harm
the ruins.
The peasant confirmed that a
column of Angkor Wat had been
damaged early this year but said
no other damage to the temples
could be seen.
Small Shops
Chinese merchants were quick
to follow the refugees into
Angkor, setting up 30 to 40 small
shops selling everyday necessities
such as fish and salt around
Angkor Thorn, the largest of the
ruins.
Every morning peasants from
the surrounding countryside visit

government ministerial delegation
was fired upon while the ministers
were alighting at Siem Reap
Airport.
The villagers heard of the
attack but did not see it. "The
(North) Vietnamese must have
done it, the Red Khmers
(Cambodian Communists) have no
heavy weapons," the peasant said.
The roads into Angkor have
deteriorated, In October,
approaching the end of the rainy
season, pedestrians were sp)ashi~g
through knee-high water.
Low Profile
The peasant said the Nqrth
Vietnamese fighters in the temple
area keep a low profile, "Gqing to
the market every morning, I ran
into only six or seven a month,
They walk alone or in pairs and
cannot speak Cambodian," he
said ..
The Cambodian Communists
who rule the area under
Vietnamese tutelage are not
natives of the region, according to
the peasant. "They come from
(the western province of)
Battambang or somewhere there,"
he said.
"I have not been to any of their

the market. Also flourishing arc
the park's two Buddhist pagodas.
At dawn the saffron-clad monks
make their way through the
populated areas with begging
bowls, giving the villagers a chance
to gain merit for future
incarnations.
During the l!lSt Phchum Ben,
the Cambodian mid-Septcmbet
feast for ancestors, villagers
gathered 11t the Phom Bakheng
ruins of f~ve huge towers believed
to date back to the 9th century.
Peace Festival
It was not as much fun as the
traditional peace time festival,
"Before, the young people
would go out and not return
home for two or three days. Now
their parents beat them if they
stay away for more than an
evening. They are scared
something might happen to their
children," the peasantsaid.
At the time of the feast, Sept.
13, a plane carrying a Cambodian

Collective Child Rearing Attacked

BUITERFIELDS

meetings," I really don't know
about politics," the peasant said,
"But in the night men suspected
of being pro-the Phnom Penh
government disappe,.r.
"I do not know what happens
to them, but we never sec them
again."
Movement from villages and
hamlets is controlled. Peasants
who want to go to Angkor Thorn
market must first obtain passes
which expire weekly,
In whose name arc the passes?
"I don't know exactly-it says
socialist whatever, whatever-!
never read it," the peasant said,
Other than that, bombers
appear over the fields surrounding
Angkor during the day. "A Jot of
houses have trenches, but now the
rains have filled ther::t with water.
When the bombers come, people
jump up and run," the peasant
said.
Summing up life beneath
the mysterious smiles of the
gigantic dieties the refugee said,
"The inhabitants are able to make
a living-but they are afraid of
artillery, red C<tmbodians and
bombing-the bombing most of
all,"
YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

Congress' Conservatives Fear Totalitarian State

~ ..,.t~:.'f;f.:~~;:;;. - "Top of the momi11' to you, ladies- a11d isu't it a cryin' shame what the wicked Britislt
are doi11' to us all . .. ?"

bema~-----

Improvement Needed
Students trudging to class are reflected in one of the
many placid pools gracing the walkway between
Mitchell Hall and the Mall area.
Ongoing construction of the addition to the Mall has
forced students to use an asphalt walkway that is a
natural basin for all rain runoff in the area.
Since the construction is expected to last for quite
some time, through the damp winter, and students have
no alternative route, The Lobo recommends immediate
administrative attention to improvement of the
walkway between Mitchell Hall and the Union.
The improvements needn't be drastic to be helpful to
the students who have to wade through puddles on the
walkway. Just enough additional asphalt to fill in the
depressions, or maybe a pontoon bridge.

University System Called 'Vast Skinner Box'
(Editor's Note: This is the
second of a two•part Bema
concerning a proposal for an
"independent study" degree
advocated by the author.)
By PETER HARTLEY

As the Graduate Committee
told me, the faculty is aware of
current educational ideas, and
that is sufficirnt; my proposal
contains nothing uew. (I agree.
My proposal is very conservative.)
And do doubt the Committee
could dismiss just as easily Paul
Ehrlich's contPntion that we must
speedily change the present
medieval structure of the
university if we are to hnve any
hope of surviving.
However, r beg permission to
remain suspicious oi people whose
vote ensures that their own
coercive power over others will
continue not only undiminished,
but unthreatened. No argument
can outweigh that.
Remember, the committee was
not deciding whether to adopt my
proposal, but merely whether to
submit it to the rest of the
faculty, Can the committee
seriously maintain that such a
decision requires :i year's time and
referral to another committee? If
my proposal is so obviously n
waste of the faculty's precious
time, why did the committee take
more than fiftee11 minutes to
decide? Are its members
incompetent, or are they
malicious?
'l'ypical lt'nculty
Neithl'r, Thl.' nnsWI'r is simply
that I am a student at1d thl.'y nrl.'
typical faculty. 1'hey would m•ver
have made anotlwr faculty
Pnge2

member go through a year's
preparation just to tell him that
he could not go before the only
group empowered to act on his
proposal, But they cannot take a
student's efforts seriously.
Student work is not real; it is
merely play. My time and energy
meat1 nothing to them. 'l'o the
faculty, all students are minors.
Their act was malicious, but the
malict> was not personal. It was a
function of the institutional
pattern that defines faculty
relations with students, and is a
feature or the coercive power
inht>rcnt in that pattern, which
they do not want to see
threatened. So after rut they must
take the blame for their choice, or
else ndmit that the pattern is a
vast Skinner box that they are
helpless to change, since their
choices must reflect its structure.
Pose of Concern
Plainly, either they nre more
stupid and . fumbling than I am
willing t.o believe right now, or
else they are trying to cover up
their cavalier attitude toward a
student proposal by ponderously
suggesting that I go before
another committee first, that I
write the North Central
Association, etc. etc. They did not
want to appear unresponsive to a
student, so ine'/itably they
adopted an elaborate pose of
concern, whit>h cost them little
trouble and cost the student a
great deal. Yet I am sure many of
them wonder why students are
skeptical of going through
established channels.
Such faculty insincerity ancl
lack of consideration is I'
in evilable characteristic of '
presPnt system. Psychologic:
professol's are autocrats

students are bootlickers. Student
belligerance is merely a strategy
born of impotence, calculated to
disguise the unpleasant fact. The
treatment I got proves once again
the necessity of what I
propose-to free students as much
as possible from any dependence
on the autocratic whims of those
who so lack regard for them.
Interest Protected
he primary aim of the faculty
is not to benefit students, but to
protect its vested interest in a
system that guarantees deference
to faculty skill at the various
academic games that together
claim a monopoly on all
kuowledge worth taking seriously,
at1d in fact our society will not
take setiousty any knowledge not
sanctioned by academic
imprimatur.
This gives the faculty a very
godlike though diffuse social
power, and they cling to it, Rest
assured that no mode of thinking
or expression dangerous to the
supremacy of the established one
will ever pass faculty scrutiny.
Even the Master of Pine Arts
degree has to make a pretense at
cognitivity by requiring a written
dissertation.
Yet our absolute faith in
cognitivity (in the technical sense)
and its attendant fantasy of
mental detachment from nature
may be at the ropt of our
explosive environmental
destructiveness. To continue in
such a belief may be to guarantee
that our technologieal
efforts-even our efforts to save
the environment-will inevitably
be wrong-headed, accelerating
destruction in the long l"UI1,
Political System
Howl.'ver, the most obvious

effect of the present academic
system is political. As Keith Fort
of Georgcto~n University points
out, "the form we have
unconsciously assumed to be the
best , •• for expressing written
ideas .•. both reflects and
perpetuates attitudes that
generate the structures in our
society." We are continuing a
system that accustoms the most
highly educated members of the
community to al''!lliPscence in a
method of thought control, a
procrustean machinery which
rejects everything
incommensurable with the
method. The hierarchy of degrees
merely indicates the differing
extents to which people cau
demonstrate that they have
internalized the method.
'College·Trained'
This goes a long way toward
explaining our society's
monolithic unresponsiveness to
human need, its blindness about
its motives, and its unconcern for
real long·term effects. The men
who gave you Vietnam were
college trained, following the best
technical advice, and totally
convinced they knew better than
the ignorant, untrained public
from whom they hid their plans.
Some were professors.
So were the people who were
incapable of dealing with a
relentlessly pacifistic and
well-disposed group of students at
UNM in May 1970 without
resorting to police power. The
present constitution of the
university is a paradigm essential
to the motivational structure that
validates and ensures the
self-righteous presumption of men
who live up to their positions.
Programming Mechanism
Unfortunately those of us who

simply enjoy the free play of
ideas, and who want to spend our
lives being students sharing that
enjoyment with younger students,
have to undergo the same
programming as those who enjoy
being and producing high-grade
robots. We also have to face the
prospect of forever setting forth
our ideas within the limits of the
ordained programming
mechanism, which is a form!Jl
limitation on what kinds of ideas
can be.
With rueful amusemenL we
observe professors who pretend to
espouse enlightened social change
implacably subjecting students to
an authoritarian regimen
dispensing reward and punishment
to enforce a system of mental
policing. The mechanism of
departmentalized "disciplines"
processing students through
courses and credit-hours exerts a
rigid control over the formal
mode of expression, both as the
mechanism gives a sense of life as
delimited and quantifiable and as
it l'Xacts the reductive
delimitation of experience by the
cognitive thesis-and-proof
straitjacket.
Again Fort's words are apt:
"Control of •.. expression will
also tend to control attitude. In
general, we cannot have
attitudes •.. that cannot be
expressed in available forms." Of
cl)Urse, "content" is left up to the
student, , who can draw his own
conclusions as long as the required
mode can lead to them and they
stay within the "field" of study.
We call this freedom of thought.
1 did not wrjte this to vent my
anger. I pray that some one
among our aristocracy will turn
renegade and deign to champion
my cause. The hour grows late.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) Conservatives in Congress and
across the country arc mobilizing
to try to kill a proposed child day
care center piau that they fear will
lead to ''collectivized child'
raising" reminiscent of the Nazi
youth movement.
"Conservatives are uniting on
this as never before," said Rep.
John Ashbrook, R-Ohio, "School
busing didn't get this much
action."
The objective of a nationwide
letter-writing campaign urging a
presidential veto is a provision in
the $5 billion auLhorization bill
for the Office of Economic
Opportunity that would finance
day care center offering health,
JJducationa) and nutritional
services free for needy children
and at a fee for youngsters from
more affluent families,
$100 Million
The compromise bill, approved
by House-Senate negotiators,
authorizes $100 million in
spending for the voluntary child
care program this year, and up to
$2 billion in the 1972·73 fiscal
year.
If the measure cleats Congress,
it faces a possible veto by
President Nixon, not on the basis
of the conservatives' arguments
but because the child care plan
might undo his welfare reform
proposal to provide help for
working mothers. The OEO
provision would provide free day
care services for non-worldng
mothers as well as those with jobs.
Sen. James Buckley, the
Repu blican-conscrvative from
New York,. said it "may prove to
be one of the most deeply radical
European car manufacturers are
d e v e 1 o p i n g a throwaway
automobile costing $300 to $400.

steps ever taken by congress'' and
won approval of amendments
stating that no child could be
enrolled without parental consent.
Usurp
One amendment says nothing
in the bill "shall be construed or
applied in such a manner as to
infringe upon or usurp the moral
and legal rights and
responsibilities of parents or
guardians with respect to the
moral, mental, emotional or
physical development of their
children."
Another specifies that "No
child shall be subject to any
research or experimentation under
this act, other than routine testing
and normal program evaluation."
The conservative publication,
"Human Events," bas begun an
editorial campaign against the bill.
The American Conservative Union
has urged citizens to flood
Congress and the White House
with letters of protest. Chapters
of a new "Emergency Committee
for Children" have sprung up in
many states.
'Giant Step'
Ashbrook said the child care
plan is "a giant step down the
road toward a totalitarian state."
Rep. Durward G. Hall, R-Mo.,
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Don't wait too late •••• Call our travel special·
ists today to plan a happy holiday trip to visit
loved ones or to get away for relaxa~lon.
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said: "I think it is anti-American
in concept and tradition. It is a
question of collectivized child
raising."
"This is certainly reminiscent
of the Nazi youth movement; in
fact it goes far beyond Hitler's
wildest dreams of the most
outlandish of the Communist
plans," said Rep. John Rarick,
D-La.
But the chief sponsor of the
House Plan, Rep. John Brademas,
D-Ind., stressed the day care
centers would be strictly
voluntary. "Nobody wants to
command mothers and fathers to
have their children participate in
these programs," he said,
A liberal spokesman who
helped draft the Senate measure
and asked not to be identified,
said, "The conservatives nave a
fear that we're. giving up our
children to the state and that the
kids will be guinea pigs. It's a
kooky fear. It's like fluoridation."
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Maj-ority of Republicans Voted No

Bill Passes Cutting Business, Individual Taxes
WASHINGTON (UPI)-With a deductions and $7,500 in taxable for the poor, reducing taxes for
majority ofthe Republicans voting income by $7 2 on this year's 25 million low-income taxpayers
no, the Senate Monday passed a earnings, $111 on 1972 earnings and relieving 2.8 million of any
bill cutting business and individual and $64 on income earned in federal tax liability.
taxes by more than $27 billion 1973 and subsequently, The
Individuals-Increases the
ov.er the nf,!xt three year;~far figures in the house bill for the personal exemption, now $650, to
more than President Nixon sought same family are $29, $77 and $675 for income earned in 1971
for revival of the economy.
$30,
and to $800 for income eamed in
DeJ:llocrats made good their
But since Social Security taxes future years. House bill provides
vow to change the bill to put most will rise next year for persons $7 50 exemption for 1972. and
of the tax savings in the hands of earning over $7,800, the increase thereafter,
individuals, not corporations.
in take home pay will be nearly
The poor-Relieves 2,8 million
When the bill passed !It the end nil. The tax increase is $62.40 for of all income tax liability and
of a marathon 14-hour session by those earning $9,000 or more a lowers taxes for 25 million
a 64·30 vote, only 16 Republicans year. It is achieved by raising the low-income taxpayers by raising·
voted for it and 26 voted against amount of income subject to the the minimum standard deduction
for income earned in 1971 and
it.
5.2 per cent payroll tax.
l<'or individuals, the big tax cut
The big saving for business thereafter,
comes from raising the $650 comes in reinstituting the 7 per
Parents of students-Allows
personal exemption to $67 5 for cent investment tax credit, which parents to subtract from taxes
income earned in 1971. The house was so effective in spurring owed up to $325 per student in
bill provides a $750 exemption expansion in the Kennedy and college or trade school.
Motorists-Repeals the 7 per
for income earned in future years; Johnson administrations that it
theSenatefigureis$800.
had to be repealed as an cent auto excise tax and the 10
This would cut taxes for a anti-inflation move.
per cent tax on light trucks
family
of_
four
0 .;;....
per_cent
The
bill_carries
special tax relief retroactive
to Aug,
15.
_
_..:.__
_ _with
_ _l _
____
__
_ _......:;.______
Working
mothersAllows

ATTENTION:

STUDENTS, FACUL TV, and STAFF

Interested in Christmas flights.
There will be a representative from
MONARCH TRAVEL AGENCY
To take Christmas reservations and answer
questions for A.S.U.N.M. Christmas groups
12:30 - 3:30 -- Main Floor -- S.U.B.
TODAY

taxes or if that represents at least
25 per cent of their rent.
Business-Permits firms and
farmers to subtract from taxes
owed 7 per cent of the cost of
new equipment and machinery,
purchasedafterApri115,
E)l:porting firms-Allows firms
which elCport their products t?
defer taxation on half of then·
profits arising from exports .if
profits are reinvested Ill

(Paid for by Students for
McGovern UNM Chapter)

€XP€RI€0C€
FROM PERU

maxi skirts
mens sweaters
pancho's &ntgs
FROM ALL OVER

posters- jewelry
many unusual gifts
to% discount
to UNM students
La Fama Gift Shop
2 21 8 CENTRAL SE

across fmm yale park
New Mexico Lobo
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.Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 27741021277-4202
The New Mexico Lobo Is publil!hed
daily every ~egular week of the University year by the. Board of Student
Publications of the Associated Students
of the University ot New Mexico, and is
not finandn!ly a'llloclaWd with UNM.
Seoond class postage paid at Albuquer•
QUe; New Mexico, 87106. Subscription
rare is $7 for the academie .\lear.
The opinions expressed on tho odi•
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Campa1gn spendmg-Perm1ts
taxpayers to earmark $1 of taxes
to finance the presidenti!ll
campaigns of their purty'll
candidate .or to devote $1 to a
nonpartls!ln fund for tl~at
purpos~ .. Expected to prov1de
$20.4 mdbon ~or the. GOP ~~~d the
Democrats 1f the1r candldates
pled~e ~o accept no private
contnbut10ns.

Venezuelan In/ant Receives
Medicine in Time

By NICHOLAS DANILOFF
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
drama unfolded rapidly and,
initially at least, in the middle of
the night.
But, because of the good sense
of an amateur radio operator in
Silver Springs, Md., tho
couples with children under 15 to imagination of an 11nonymous
deduct up to $4,800 for child·care New York City telephone
costs, including maids, babysitters operator, the resources of the
' or day care centers, paid while the state and defense departments,
mother is at work. ;Full benefits the chance travel plans of
a V!lilable to couples with joint Venezuelan Ambassador Dr. Julio
incomes of $18,000 or less but Sosa-Rodriguez, and the goodwill
those with incomes of up to of a number· of others, an ailing
$27,600 can take partial benefits. child in Venezuela is now
E I derly poor-Permits elderly receiving much-needed medicine.
couples with taxable income
It was late Friday night. Jerome
under $6,500 t:> subtract from Horwitz of Silver Springs, an
taxes owed up to $300 a year if enthusiastic !\mateur radio
they pay that much in property operator, flicked on his receiver
and tuned the dial to 14
megacycles, keeping an ear cocked
while he cleaned out his garage.
'Break'
Pausing briefly as he carried
things back and forth, Horwitz
heard the words "break! brenk!"
coming in over the speaker. .
"Break! break! break! break!"
With a little effort, Horwitz
determined that a caller in
Venezuela was trying to pass on a
message through any "ham" radio
operator in the United States to
someone in New York City. His
equipment would permit him to
"patch" n radio call into. a
long-distance telephone circuit to
New York.
But the first major problem
Friday night was that the radio
caller in Venezuela spoke only
broken English. Horwitz knew
only a few words of Sparush.
Horwitz tried to patch the call
into New York. But the New
York Hotel which answered had
never heard of Anna Morales, the
requested party. As Horwitz tried
to explain the failure, he began to
gather a few fragmentary facts:
Medicine
He was speaking with Jose
Morales, husband of Anna
Morales, in Caracas, Venezuela,
Morales was trying to reach his
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expor~·ind~cing acttvit_Y.

wife to help in obtaining some
American medicine.
Horwitz gathered it was urgent,
but he had trouble understanding.
He could not reach
Spanish-speaking friends in the
Washington area. It was now well
past midnight, and much of
Washington had gone ·to bed,
What to do?
Then Horwitz had his idea, He
telephoned the State Department,
holding Jose Morales on the radio,
figuring that someone in the
building would speak Spanish.
Half-Past
It was 11lready Saturday
morning-half-past midnight, in
fact, according to the State
Department log. There was no
Spanish-speaking interpreter on
duty, so the State Department
operator ph1gged Horwitz' call
into the Operations Center, a
wat.ch office which monitors
developments worldwide,
24·hours a day, 365 days a year.
When the duty officer
answered, Horwitz explained his
problem. No one on the midnight
to 8 a.m. watch spoke Spanish.
But the U.S. government had
some resources in reserve and the
watch officer decided to bring
t11em into play. Hasty phone calls
were exchanged bl't.WPen the
operations center in the State
Department and the Defense
Department.
Horwitz was instructed to call a
Defense Department number.
Miracle
When he did, lle was connected
with the National Military
Command Center (NMCC). The
NMCC and Horwitz then
performed the essential
communications miracle. While
Horwitz plugged the Venezuelan
radio call into his Silver Spring
telephone circuit, the NMCC
plugged their end on the line
through to a U.S. military base in
the Panama Canal Zone.
A Capt. Sawyer and a Sgt.
Hernandez came on the line from
the Canal Zone several thousand
miles away. Officials at the State
and Defense Departments listened
in.
Suddenly, Jose Morales in
Caracas, Venezuela, was
explaining to Sgt. Hernandez in
the Canal Zone the medical
emergency while \Va:;hington
monitored his every word.

Am•M.l".

by Charles Andrews
Two great concerts in one
w!lek- I enjo}red Zubin Mehta
and the Los Angeles Philharmonic
only slightly less than I did the
Grateful Dead and the New
Riders,

* * *

The braodcast of the concert
over KRST may have had
something to do with ·the peace
that was kept, for a change. At
least no rock- throwing punk
could use the excuse that "they're
keeping The People from their
music." (Another· advantage was
that there are now some good
tapes of the concert around; and
you might even see a bootleg
album appear,) Too bad; though,
that the Nov. 17 concert couldn't
have sold out sooner- the Dead
had an open date the next day,
and would've done another show
if there had been the demand,
Instead they took a trip to Taos.
Crystal Leif arranged to have a
voter registration table set up at
the Civic that night (as has been
the pr11ctice lately· at m11ny Dead
concerts), and they did a pretty
good business, 1 understand,
One last comment: that
fantastic piano player the Dead
had sitting in for the ailing Pigpen
was Keith Godcheaux, formerly
with Dave Mason. (But nobody in
town, including Crystal Leif,
knew his name; I finally had to
consult a recent issue of Ro!ling
Stone.)

Sometimes when you "wrestle
with the Muse," you lose. I think
that happened with my review of
the Grateful Dead concert. I
meant to rnve about it, but it
came out sounding
''noncommital," as one person
put it. I have to agree, and
apologize for not doing it justice.
The concert so wiped me out, I
had trouble coming down the
next day- not th11t I wanted to,
I'm convinced now that
everything I've heard or read
about Grateful Dead concerts is
no exaggeration. I doubt if we got
a ·run dose of the best they can
do, but it was enough to make me
a '"frue Believer," Jerry Garcia
once said, "I've been into music
so long I'm dripping with it"; I
think that's true of the group as a
whole, They've been together
about eight years now, and it
shows. They became well - known
with the emergence of the San
Francisco sound of the mid-'60s,
* *
then faded somewhat (exc~pt for
their small band of long-loyal
If I may jump into the fray
f11natics), now are justly taking that's currently raging in the
their place as one of the best Journal's letters- to- the- editor
bands in the country. May they column over the admission of
stay together and play forever.
latecomers to Popejoy Hall
I c11n ~nderstand now why events •..
people think of long concerts
My reaction, after being
when they think of Grateful Dead distracted during a quiet part of
concerts; their music is the kind the Mozart section of the LA
you could literally listen to all Philharmonic concert by
night. When Crystal Leif latecomers tromping to their
promoters were negotiating with scats, is to side with those who
the band they initially insisted on think Albuquerque ought to join
playing for at least five and a half the big time and lock out,
hours, later J[avc in when pre.ferably until intermission,
ronvin<'eri the city was serious those who can't get ther!' by
about its midnight curfew for exactly 8:15. I've been late to
Civic Auditorium events. (But Popejoy events myself, but you
they wound up doing a show can bet I (and many other
about that long anyway - the offenders) would quickly reform
Dead did a few numbers, starting if faced with such a penalty, The
off with Merle Huggard's and the penalty's not the idea, of course,
New Riders' "Mama Tried,'' but consideration for those who
beginning about 6:30 "to test the want to get the most out of
equipment," and didn't finish till what's being presented,
a quarter past midnight. The
At least some aspects of
concert's starting time was moved Albuquerque's cultural life ought
up from the usual 8 p.m. to 7:30, to resemble those of the more
then to 7, and still the Dead had civilized areas. Zubin Mehta and
to get out there and start playing the LAP were certainly reminded
earlier than that. It's a welcome of where they were by the rude
switch from the groups who have applause between movements
to be coaxed to do more than 40 :Friday, (See Tim Hunter's review,
minutes, (Anyone remember yellterdfly.) Even n classical
Creedence Clearwater? , • • listen bumpkin like myself knows better
quick.)
than that.

*

"J,S. BACH IS ALIVE AND
WELL AND DOING HIS THING
ON THE KOTO"
Todao Sawai, Kazue Sawal, Hozan
Yamamoto, Sadanori Nakamure,
Tatsuro Takimoto, Takeshi
Inomata
(ltcA Red Seal/LSC-3227)
There are several well-known
fugues and suites of Baci"j in this
album performed on traditional
Japanese instruments, the stringed
koto and the recorder- like
shakuha!)hi. If nothing else, RCA
has again demonstrated the
intrinsic strength of Bach's
compositions, regardless of how
outrngeously our contemporaries
may treat his work. And, if
nothing else, it is clear that
classical -music is alive and
fighting.
In light of the above the reader
will not be surprised to find I
think the synthesis of oriental
instrument and German music is
less than a complete Success in
this album. In places the koto
briefly overwhelms the German
composer but overall Bach is
amazingly clear through the
unusu'al sounds. One gets the
feeling Bach could have composed
for the koto and shakuhnchi and
done terrifically well.
The recording itself is
interesting and different and
would make a distinctive addition
to a Bach record collection.

* * *

"SINFONIAS"
Waldo de los Rios
(United Artists/UAS-6802)
What if the great masters of
18th and 19th Century music had
chanted OM, dropped add, and

Tub-hanger. The classics are
"improved" by tonic injections of
heavy beat, weird percussion, and
whatever else fell on the stage the
day they were taping.
Not that the effort is a
complete disaster. The rendering
of Beethoven's Ninth, the Fourth
Movement, is stimulating and does
somewhat the same sort of thing
Jimi Hendrix could do on your
central nervous system when he
played the "Star Spangled
Banner," The record is good
entertainment, though Beethoven,
Schubert, Mozart, Brahms,
Dvorak, Haydn, Tchaikovsky, and
Mendelssohn come off second
best. You have the feeling the
wrong side lost,

suburbs have their Wurtitzers,
Lawrence Welk recitals, and so on.
The gap between the amateur at
the Bijou and, say, Austin
Lovelace is similar to that gap
between Earth and Alpha
Centauri. Light - years.
Lovelace's performances of
Bach, Peeters, and others are solid
additions t.o recorded organ

* *

generally conducted themselves
like Abbie Hoffman? Your answer
may be on this disc,
Here is the familiar mix in the
tradition of Arthur Fiedler,
Copeland, and Ruby the

*
"ORGAN CONCERT"
Austin C. Lovelace
(Everest/3120)
The concert organist is an 18th
Century anachronism. He requires
a patron, as did most artists of
that age. (One doesn't purchase a
concert organ as absent·
mindedly as a harmonica.) And
even in the United States he is
probably performing good music.
Where t •• e democratic tastes of
the multitudes have corrupted or
sullilld every other art form, the
organist has kept aloof, secure
behind his church doors. It is true
that bored housewives in the

music. No tricks, no funny noises,
no jack - in • the - box surprises.
Simply good music, unaffected,
It's a tradition many more should
emulate.
Tim Hunter

Dissection in 'Airport,' 'Hotel' Tradition

New Hailey Novel Another Great Tale
"WHEELS"
industry's hard • core employment
Arthur Hailey
program and becomes one of the
(Doubleday/$7 .95 hardback)
foremost numbers runners and
Arthur Hailey has been called narcotics distributors in the plant
one of the great storytellers of our to be be noticed by corporation
times. In his latest book he once management and Mafia alike.
again confirms this diagnosis. In
Although "Wheels" does not
hill earlier works Hailey examined measure up to Hailey's other
the airport and hotel industries; novels "Airport" and "Hotel" in
this time he dissects the great terms of cliff - hanging suspense
automotive industry- right down and drama (if indeed he intended
to the ball bearings.
it to), it does exhibit the one
As the complexity of the major characteristic that has made
automobile industry would his works so popular and so
demand, Hailey's story is told on readable. When Hailey examines
many levels. The main plot an industry, he does it thoroughly
concerns the Orion, a new car " and spares no detail in recounting
design soon to be released. But his story.
under this umbrella we find many
Unflattering Facts
other plots. From Erica Trenton,
Although "Wheels" is presented
the bored wife of a corporation from a point of view sYmpathetic
vice president who shoplifts when to the automobile industry,
she has $100 in her handbag, we Hailey doesn't shy away from
learn of the total involvement the presenting facts unfavorable to
industry demands of its executives them,
and the resulting family trauma.
l<'or example, in the space of
Obligations
"Wheels," Hailey gives us a view
Brett De Losanto is a young, of the Mafia's influence in thll
talented designer who can perfllct factories, narcotiCs and gambling
an exceptional car design but in the plants, and absenteeism.
can't reconcile himself to the (Don't ever buy a car produced on
industry's solution to its Monday or Friday, he says~
obligations to society and the absenteeism is so high then that
environmllnt.
chances are the car was assembled
~mokey Stephenson is an auto
by t.he man who usually scrubs
dealllr who cheats not only the the floor.)
public but the corporation from
Ghetto/Suburbs
all possible angllls.
· ·
Hailey also tells of the secret
Rollie Knight, poor, black, is
designing rooms and the spies
hired and trained through the
operating in them; the schools

Hyprotisen
Standing beside Morales in
Caracas was Lt. Rubin Pina of the
Venezuelan Navy. He was the
uncle of a two-month old boy
who had undergone major
abdominal surgery in which 50
percent of his intestine had been
removed. He urgently needed an
American medicine, hyprotigen,
to help him on his recovery.
No hyprotigen was available in
Caracas, None was available in
Washington, either, as it turned
out. Further checking d~termined
it was produced in Glendale, Calif.
The California laboratory told the
State Department that a medical
distributor . in Flushing, Long
Island, carried it.
That was convenient because
Flushing was close to John F.
Kennedy airport. And at 3 p.m.
Saturday, a Venezuelan airlines
jetliner was taking off for Caracas,
Race Begins
The race against timl:l had
begun.
"On Saturday night, less than
21 hours after the Ham operator
in Caracas began his search for
assistance, the medicine was
dlllivered to the hospital and the
infant began the long road to
recovery/'
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Bach Would Turn in His Grave;
Classics Get Updated Treatment

Spare
Change

Tuesday, November 23, 1971

where students learn auLomobile
design; the operations of the
advertising industry which is as
essential ns the cars themselves,
He giveG uG a good view of
Detroit's inner city ghetto- the
living conditions, the crime, the
poverty, the hard • core hiring
program operating there- as well
as an insight into the world or the
rich and nouveau riche of the
Detroit suburbs. In the space of
375 pages, that's a lot!
In a time when the automobile
industry is receiving so much
publicity and attention from the
Ralph Naders, pollution control
llgencies, and the public "Wheels"
is definitely relevant and should
enjoy wide readership, I wouldn't,
however, recommend popping
$7.95 ior the hardcover edition.
Wait until it comes out in
paperback, then spend your dollar
and read it- but do read it.
t.aura Hunter

Spain Summer Program

UlilM will sponsor a sumwer
session in Gijon, Spain, offering
upper level and graduate courses
in the Spanish language and
civilization. lnexpertsive means of
transportation are available,
Further information may be
obtained at. the Office of
International Programs and
Services, 171.7 Roma, NE.
Page5

Lobos Head for Hi story

'Information Quoted Is Bullshit'

Hoover Maintains Via 'Ability to Frighten'

With or Without Audience

By ROGER J. RUVOLO
Some people might think it
would be "going out on a !hub"
to say that Albuquerque sports
fans are spoiled.
But it's not. 25,687 fans
watched Iowa State blow New
Mexico's football home opener
sky high, while about a hundred
less turned out to watch the 35-35
tie with New Mexico State two
weeks later.
Then Arizona State wheeled
into town and before 24,108 fans
disposed of the Lobos, 60-28,
The loss to ABU evidently had
quite a discouraging effect on
local fans, because when UNM
returned home two weeks later
with a 34-28 win over Arizona
under their belts, only 15,7 58
people witne-ssed the 57·39 win
over Utah.
Attendance got worse the next
week against UTEP, while the
football team became stronger
and more unified. But the 13,671
fans who did show up last
Saturday to see the Lobos beat
Wyoming 49-14 will probably be
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interested in knowing that if New
Mexico can g11in 402 yards next
Saturday aga.inst Hawaii they will
become the second best rushing
team in the history o( college
football,
Head coach Rudy Feldman's
top six ground gainers average
almost six yards a carry - the top
man, Fred Henry, has 1016 yards
in nine games and is the first Lobo
to ever surpass the 1000·yard
mark in a single season's rushing,
Feldman expressed some
discontent with Saturday's
turnout during a press luncheon
yesterday, but he devoted most of
hi s w or cj s t o h i s t e a m 's
preparation for Hawaii.
But about the Wyoming game
Feldman called it his team's best
effort becal.l.se of a stalwart
defense and powerful offense.
Bad Day for Fox
The defense platoon allowed
two touchdowns, both in the first
half, and twict> bottlt>d np Poke
drives inside the UNM 10. Of
Wyoming's dangerous passer Gary
Fox, Feldman said "sometimes a
passing quarterback, I guess like a
pitcher in baseball, doesn't get
started, Fox has had some great

days, but Saturday wasn't one of
them."
The Lobo coaching staff
nominated Fred Ratzlaff for WAC
defensive player of the week, and
senior halfback Nate McCall on
offense, McCall led the 428-yard
spree by the Lobos on the ground
to bring the season rushing
average to 390 a ga.me, Only
Oklahoma averages better.
Feldman said Hawaii consists
mainly of transfers from other
schools, He said the Rainbows
have "around 16 or 18 from the
major colleges and 12 or 14 from
junior c;Jol!eges."
Notable among those tran!\fers
are linemen Richard Rl.lpert and
Jack Meier, linebacker Randy
Ingraham and quarterback Elroy
Chong, Rupert (255) started last
year at Southern California, while
Meier (225) was an alternate
there. Ingraham (210) comes from
San Jose City College where he
was an all-American,

The Wolfpups led 28-0 at
halftime as McCall ran for
touchdowns of 28, 2 and 43
yards. The lead was increased by
Butch McCormick as he ran 41
yards to paydirt after a blocked
field goal attempt.
Wolfpup q1.1arterback Rick
Fambro engineered a 41-yard
touchdown in six plays with long
pnssing plays to Dicky Speegle
climaxed by a 4-yard tun by Steve
Elldns,
The Mexico U. All·stars scored
late in the third quarter on a field
goal and a shol.'t touchdown run.
Their last touchdown was in the
last quarter on a 5-yard run,

Richie Havens reads the Bible.
If you don't have a Bible,
we'll send vuu one for just
a dolldr. Hi1rd cover and
everything.
Just one should do it.
The Bible lasts a long time.
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UM Led by Chong
Chong (190) started for the
top-ranked Montana team that
was 1 0·0 until it lost in the
Camellia Bowl to North Dakota.

'Pups End Year Unbeaten
The UNM Wolfpups amassed
3 7 9 yards rushing behind the
180-yard rushing performance of
Carlos McCall in beating the
University of Mexico All-Stars
35·17 to become the first UNM
frosh team to finish the season
unbeaten with a perfect 4-0
record.

1

Photo by Chuck l'cil

Nate Skates

Senior halfback Nate McCall
coupled excellent blocking with
131 yards aground Saturday to
earn a WAC offensive player of
the week nomination. Above, the
Skate escapes Wyoming safety Mel
Meadows in helping to a 49·14
Lobo win,

Youth, Depth Boosts
Women's Swim Team
At the beginning of the school
year women's swimming coac;Jh
Charlotte Piper was faced with a
problem. Her swimming team
could not participate in
competitive swimming this
semester if it wanted to compete
with proper sanction next
semester.
What the team needed was
something to keep in tone and
still without competing prepare
for the second semester swimming
campaign. It was important to the
team because last year, the team
consisting primarily of freshmen,
placed 13th nationally among 7 8
teams. And all nine of the UNM
freshmen qualified for the
nationnla.
Rosemary York was one of the
freshmen, A diver, York said if
the women's team gets good
enough '(she feels some
improvement is ·still necessary)
"then we can go to the World
University Games in R'llssia, But
we have to place in the top three
at the nationals."
Rougher With Girls
So Piper came up with a real
fall semester muscle toner ~ water
polo. "Most of the girls like it/'
commented York. "But this is the
first year we've tried it." York
went on to say that women's
water polo was "oftentimes
rougher than it is with the men."
Before the season ended
recently (it was comprised of a
couple of matches with Coronado
Club), York said the water polo
idea to a greater or lesser extent
killed two birds with one stone.
But the attention now must be
turned to the actual qualification
for the World University Games.
"Water polo helped us gain
speed and endurance, the two big
things in swimming," said York.
Now, with the conclusion of the
water polo season, the 13 girls
who competed with the team have
their muscles fairly well toned,
added York.
Those 13 girls were, besides
York, Susie Gephart, Cris
Calhoun, Eadie Wetzel, Ellen

Dwight, Eileen Schelberg, Kathy
Reed, Sherry Hurst, Kerry Dalen,
Melissa Miller, Jo Lynn
Slingerland, Winette Vandam, and
Jan Mosher.
Meeting Tonight
To get things off the g~:ol.lnd for
next $emester, Piper is having a
meeting Nov. 23 for anyone
interested in the team. While the
evening get- together in Johnson
Gym probably will not be an
open - house demonstration, the
talk will almost inevitably turn to
first subsidy and then the
nationals and world games.
"Women's sports have never
been anything to give money to,"
added York, "because women's
sports aren't very important." She
added that last year when she .and
eight other freshmen traveled to
Tucson for a five - day stint at the
national meet, they were
subsidized about $160. "We went
out and got some money from
outside sources," she added.
This year, added depth is
expected to grace the water when
the women's swimming team
takes to actual competition next
semester. Recruiting has collected
several out - of- staters, including
two swimmers from Dlinois and
two from Hawaii.

Intramural
Action
Weightlifting- Nov. 20
{Weight class· class champion);
132- Gil Gonzales; 148- Keith
Franchini; 165- Bill Galbreth;
181 - Bob King; 198- Randy
Withrow. Meet director Bob
Shadron issued national
classification patches to
Franchini, Galbreth, Doug Crist
and Dave Doro,
Basketball- Nov, 19
NADS 57, Hummers 44; Rookies
49, Heads 48; Alpha Tau Omega
57, Pi Kappa Alpha 49; Blue 48,
Phi Gamma Delta 47. The four
winners advanced to playoffs; Phi
Gamma Delta has issued an
official protest regarding the
outcome of the Blue - Fiji game.
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By MARK BREWER
Alternative Features Service
J. Edgar Hoover has maintained
his power for 50 years largely by
vi~tue of his ~bility to frighten
successive presidents and
legislatures with "fac;Jts" about
vast subversion in the country.
These days he liltes to invoke
sinister images of bomb - throwing
young radical~ and Communist •
inspired minorities.
A recent conference on the FBI
held at Princeton University made
it clear that the chief source of
Hoover's "'facts'' was the Bureau's
nationwide system of informers
which is now aimed primarily at
ghetto and campus areas.
)
However, the nature of the
"informant" system insures that
most o;>f the information Hoover
quotes is bullshit!
Proof Given
Testimony at the Princeton
conference by former FBI Special
Agents William Turner, Robert
Wall, and John Shaw, together
with ACLU attorney Frank
Donner's study, "The FBI
Informer," showed that the
Bureau encourages its informers
to commit the actions that their
well paying "handlers" would like
to discover.
In effect, the Bureau often
buys distorted or fabricated
information and criminal acts.
Since the FBI has more ready
cash than any other lawenforcement agency, it can pay
big money to persons willing to
cooperate or smart enough to fake

it.

Two years ago, it paid over
to Ku Klux Klan
informers who arranged a
bombing in Meridan, Miss. But
easy Bureau money is most often
available for much less demanding
tasks.
Informants Paid
Indeed, in Donner's study, an
ex-agent relates that an informant
can be given as much as $300 or
$400 each month on a salary or
commission basis (depending on
the particular field office and the
value of information provided)
without his agent - contact having
to get higher administrative
authorization.
FBI documents stolen in Media,
Pa. showed that at the Bureau's
own conference on the New Lefi
in September, 1970 agents were
urged to seek "security
informants'' from college
campuses and ghettos.
Since Bureau field offices
effectively blanket the nation, it is
very likely that in every college
and minority community there
are individuals ranking up to $400
~ach for regular reports on groups
of which they are members.
New Recruits Tested
Newly, recruited informers,
however, are paid on a step • bystep basis until they establish their
~36,000
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"reliability" for providing us!lful
information. But Donner and the
former agents pointed out that
there are seldom attempts to
verify informatio'n given by
informers,
The ready cash available from
agents is often the enticement for
informers to cross the thin line
separating the supplier of evidence
from the instigator of crime or
fabricator of evidence.
Admittedly Bureau spies
physically commit criminal acts
only on rare occasions, but since
the l3ureal.l ls most often
intel.'ested in what a person says
and what he meant by it and who
listened to him- for which they
pay just as quickly ~ there is a
strong tendency cultivated in the
• informer to see or hear things that
bring a cash response from
wide-eyed agents,
Agents Under Pressure
Moreover, ex-agents present at
the Princeton conference
confirmed that agents in all
Bureau field offices are under
constant pressure to develop
Useful informers, so stool pigeons
and their contacts mutually
benefit from information that
looks good ln the regular reports.
The incentive this provides for
informers to fabricate was
illustrated by an incident related
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Return completed course
request cards to the
Registration Center
{ I 805 Rom a N.E.)
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by ex-Special Agent Robert Wall.
After ~;:onducting an
investigation of a black
neighborhood school thought to
be a tool of the Black Panther
Party, Wall's concluding report
characterized the "target" as
merely a school, free of political
implications and suggested
discontinuing the probe. In short
order he received a bad conduct
report from headquarters saying
he was either "naive, didn't deal
properly with informants 01: was
being deluded by informants,"
whereupon Wall resigned in
disgust.
Shortly thereafter, Wall rep01:ts,
a stronger investigation of the
school was begl.ln.
The lesson for Wall's successor
would seem to be: "deal" with
the informers batter; that iS, offer
him more money and he'll
probably turn up the .kind of
information that will produce a
citation of meritorious service,
Threats Involved
Money is not the only incentive
for informers to get ''the right"
information. In its recruiting the
Bureau often makes the clca:r
threat that informers had better
produce desired results or else.
On college campl.lses, where
administrators and security police
often provided names of leftist or

radical students to inquiring informants the heady sum of
agents, the prospective stoolie is $36,500 to persuade a young Klan
greeted with the thrllat that they woman, Kathy Ainsworth to
already have plenty on him from dynamite the home of a Jewish
past activjties and associations, so businessman in Meridian, Miss.:
he'd better cooperate.
the police lay in ambush and
Law students are frequently when the shooting was over Miss
threatened with disclosure of their Ainsworth was dead and an
''subversive" activities or those of associate, Thomas Tarrants,
acquaintances to the ~t~cs seriously wounded,"
committee of the Bar AssociatiOn.
Bogus Information
In ghetto areas thP standard
The FlU's vast informer system
deal is immunity hom is deployed not only ior stifling
prosecution for minor crimes in dissent, as the often quoted
exchange for polke cooperation, Media, Pa. documents suggested
if the subject performs well.
when they spoke of enhancing the
Long Standing Policy
"paranoia endemic in these
Those who were surprised and circles," but it is, more
aghast to learn of a recllnt trio of importantly, and insidious means
confessions by individuals who by which the l3ureau buys
had been paid by the FBI in 197 0 information which is often
to lead students at the University distorted if not completely bogl.ls,
of Alabama at Tuscaloosa and or by which it can solicit criminal
University of Washington at acts that can be attributed to
Seattle in executing "terrorist" dange:rous subversive elements
bombings will probably be even threatening the domestic security.
more shocked to learn that such
These tactics produce the
·tactics are not merely recent statistics, leaks and horror stories
aberrations of the Bureau.
with which J, Edgar Ho;>over, for
As early as May 1920 after the the past half- century, has been
infamous "Red R~idll" engineered able to terrorize Congl.'ess,
by Attorney General A. Mitchell presidents, and most of the
.Palmer and J. Edgar Hoover, the American people into providing
National Popular Government him with the sort ·of unchecked
'League (which included power and uncontested financial
prominent lawyers like Zechariah support that have allowed him to
Chaffee, Felix Frankfurter and make a mockery of those sad old
Roscoe Pound) published sheets of parchment we
evidence of illegal transgressions euphemistically refer to as the
during the raids which included Constitution.
the use of agents provacateur.
'I'his particular charge was
DID YOU KNOW?
corroborated by then Assistant
Secretary of Labor, Louis V, Post,
Air Force ROTC Cadets rebefore a House Rules Committee.
ceive over $1ooo wllile still
Post also told of Bureau agents
recruiting aliens into the
in college.
Communist Party so they could
deport them,
More Evidence
Ex·agent William Turner's
amazing book, Hoover's FBI
(Sherbourne Press, 1970) !.'elates
the 1955 confessions ot Harvey
Matusow who had defected from
Lhe Communist Party :md worked
as an FBI informer in 1950 and
Rcpah· & :'llaintenance
subsequently as a material witness
in the McCarthy hearings,
on all foreign cars
Matusow admitted fabricating
evidence used in two trials and
several hearings.
Turner's book, a Pandora's box,
333 Wvominl! lllvd. :o;E
also reveals that in 1968 the FBI
265·5901
l.'rcc Estimates
"paid two Ku Klux Klan
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Math Colloquium
Y. Katznelson, mathematician
from Hebrew University, will
speak at a UNM Department of
Mathematic:s colloquium
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in room
212 of the Journalism Building,

Las Campanas
Groups interested in
participating in the Song Fest may
obtain information and
applications from Las Campanas
in the Union Activities Office
before 5 p.m. Nov. 24.

CLASSIFIED

Decoration Ideas
People interested in Jea.rning
about Christmas decorations and
ideas are invited to a Home
Economics Club meeting Tuesday
Nov. 30 at 7 p.m. in the Elizabeth
Simpson room of the Home
Economics. Building.

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Exit Interviews
Borrowers of NDSL and the
New Mexico Student Loan
Program who will not be returning
to UNM next semester are asked
by Charles Sheean, director of the
Student Aids Office, to report to
the aids office for an exit
in teniew before leaving the
campus.

Meat Cutting
The meatcutters will discuss the
issues of their present lockout.
The meeting will be today at 7
p.m. in the Friends Meeting House
(in the back), 815 Girard N.E.

ADVERTISING

WHERE: Journalism Bulldlng-. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mlniIUum ($1.4(}) per time nm. lf ad Js to
205, nftPtnoons preferniJJy or mf\IJ,
run live or more conaecutivEJ days with·
Classifloo Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
UNM P,O. Box 20
per word and the minimum numb!lr of
Albuquerque,
N.M. 87106
word:! to 10.
TElUIS: Payment must be made in full .prior tQ insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

POETRY WANTED. ILDEWILD PRESS,
1807 E. Olympi<l, Los Angeles, Ca. 900:'.1.
ARE YOU ASSOCIATED WITH .AFS 'I'
Please call 277·3253, 298·641!), 299·9673.
11/30
3)

SERVICES

AGORA-TOO MUCH Turkey and dressing i& ;not the only problem that hap•
pcna ut Thnnlroslving. We are oPen 24
hra. through the b~:enk. You don't have
to be a student to neE!d us. 277·3013.
ll/24
SKILLED BUT CHEAP VW work done.
818 Arno SE. :1.2/1
WOMEN: . An unprecedEJnted mockeJ:Y of
ju~tlee lor women will take p)a.ce Woo.
night this week, Nov, 24th at Popejoy
Hall. It is a vicious play-a sell-Pro·
claimoo comedy no less-entitloo ' The
'I'u.rning of the Shrew" (rend liberatOO
woman) by notorious Antl.feminist
W. ShakespearE! of Stratford, England.
RniJy, protest Planned-<;oflee servoo on
street, Signed petition to be aent directly
to author, POWER TO THE PEOPLE.
11/24
RED HOT LOVERS: ROMEOS-wherefore ru-t thous?" Enwr big contest and
win big Pri~:e-you:r petition fairly signed
b~· MOS'l' JILTEll GIRLS wins elcctl'ic
blanket and two free best tickets to
Promises, Promises. Submit to Box Of·
flee, Popi:'Joy Hnll by 4 :00 pm. FridaY
DEle. a. 1211
HAVE OTHER THINGS TO DO? L4/t me
do your lronins--Rc.ll!lonll.ble, U;niverslty
a.rea--266-1654. 11/29
"IN·YOUR-HOME," TV Repair I Free estlmntel! I Student 4i!!countl 268·24!17.
11/29
TYPING. REASONABLE RATE. 9809
Salem NE. 296·834;9. 12/3
WILL DO TYPING-Term papers, etc.
Accurn~:.~~~4063. 11/30
I>ROFESSIONAL TYPING, 8 Years Ellt·
p~rlence, IDM electric, 268·7629, 12/$
TUTORING nll subjects-cll levels. Ex·
pcrienced, certified or college teachers.
CERTH'lEll TUTORING SERVlCE 2ll6-8100, 12/7
li'lNE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PliOTOGRAPI:lY - Wedding. You or
Whatever, 242·'7658. 12/8
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GIBSON ELECTRIC GUITAR (New).
S·G Standard. Best offer. Martha-2423031. 12/1
NEW 1971 ZIG ZAG SEWING~
CIUNES. These machines have buUt
in controls :for llewing on buttons, monogrll.mll, etc. $35 ench. Cash or terms.
United Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo
NE. Open 9 ·til 9. Sundays 12-5, tfp
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SE'l'.
AM-FM multi-plex sereo·radlo with
black out tlil\1 and built in atereo S-track
recorder player, With large BSR chang.
er. And huge 6 air suspension spenker
sy~tem, Compare at $450, Limited sUP•
ply-$199.95 each. CIIBh or wrms. Un~ted
Freight Sales. 3\)20 San Mateo NE. Open
9 til 9. SundaYS 12-5. tfn
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purses, leather
gitt:s. 'rhe Mind Shaft, 106A Cornell
12/8

EMPLOYMENT

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT in Yellowstone
and all U.S. National Parks. Booklet
telill where and how to apply, Send $2.00
to Arnold Agency, 206 East Maln, Rexburg, Idaho 83440. Moneyback guarantee.
12/1
RAP WITH SINGLE GIBLS. Do you en·
joy your part-time job or are you work·
ing? Have an opportunity tQ RAP with
young single girls and make good money.
Call 298·4503 after 5 Jlm, 11/24
''S'l'RAIGHT," resoonsiblEJ college student
as live in maid/housekeeper fa:r 3 b\l¥0
ages 12, 9, 8. Tel. 266-2380 n!tE!r 5 pm,
WEAR-EVER AND CUTCO can use eight
college men during the Hollday Season.
20.00 work. GO.OO earnings a WE!Ck. 2653674. 11/24

7>

MISCELLANEOUS

FA C T 0 R Y SECONDS HANDMADE.
Stoneware llottery, candle!!• L4/ather goods
of New Mexico. Dargahi Pric~. some
thirds. .Ample parking, 122GB 12th St.
NW. Hours: 11:00 am•G:OO pm, TuesdaySunday.
WANTED; -:U:::S::E::::D:-::S:=P:-::O:::R:::T::-.:::S:-C=A-:-:R::-:i:-n-g-oo-:d
:·
eondltl~fl· Call 842-6846. 11/24 .

Founders Day

Anyone interested in grol.\p •
reduced rate flights over
Christmas vacations to Dallas,
Atlanta, Miami, or any other
p<;>int should contact the Office of
Consumer Affairs, room 248 in
"My Fair Lady"
the Union, or phone 277·5605,
Tickets are on sale at the
10·12, and 1·5 Monday through
Popejoy Hall box office for the
F.riday for information,
Alb11querque Civic Light Opera
Company's Dec, 27 • Jan. 2

Museum Gift Shop

1

performance of "My Fair Lady,"
Evening presentations through
Jan. 1 will be at 8:15. The Jan, 2
performance Is a 2:15 matinee.

Two Plays
The National Players will
present "The Miser" by Moliere
Nov, 23 and "The Taming of the
Shrew" by Shakespeare Nov. 24
as part of the Popejoy Hall
entertainment series. Tickets are
still available in the $2 to $4 price
range, Both plays will begin at
8:15 on their respective evenings.

Recruiting Chicanos
A Chicano Recruiter from
Stanford will be on campus
Tuesday Nov. 30 from 1·5 p.m.
For students interested,
S ta nf or d Graduate School
interviews will be hEHd in thtJ
Placement Center.

Fresh shipments of
Southwestern jewelry and other
international items have ru:rived
and are for sale at the MID{well
Museum Gift Shop, located in the
main gallery of the museum in the
anthropology building. Hours are
Monday through Friday from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Calling U
Tuesday, November 23,1971
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union
room 2:31-A; 9·10 a.m.
Dean of Students; Union room
231-B; 1:30.3:30 p.m.
Student Standards Committee;
Union roorr 230; 6·10 p.m.
English Dept; Union Theatte; 7·9
p.m.
Young Republicans; Union room
231·D·E:; 7:30.9:30 p.m.
Tables in Lobby; Students for
McGovern; 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CABOCHO~S
SIO~ES, MI.:\'ERALS

FACE'I'ED

B & B LAPIDARY
328 SA:\ HLil'E :'\W

247~2513

FORRENT

STUllENT ROOMMATE NEEDED. Not
straight plense. 2-bedtoom house. $70.00
monthly, St(lvc, 1620 Lead SE. 247•441G.
12/1
WANTED: ;J rcBponsibie students to share
4 bedroom home, $06.00 per mont.h.
Coveru 11rivatc bedroom, kitchen, utllitilll!,
and telephone. Call F.tnnk, 266·9101. 6-7
PM. 11/24

5)

The Soviet Jewry Committee is
asking for donations of Hebrew ·
Russian dictionaries, prayer
shawls and any monetary
contributions in order to buy
literature and religious articles to
take to the Soviet Union.
If you wish to contribute please
contact Aaron at 265-3075.

Founders' Day ceremonies of
Kappa Omicron Phi, national
home economics honorary
society, will be held in the
Simpson Room of the UNM
Home Economics Building
Sunday (Dec. 5) at 2 p.m.

Christmas Flights

5) FORSALE

6)

Soviet Jewry

11

(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11 :3o-2:go dinner 5:3o-g:3o

FORSALE

SAMOYEDS (White Xmas dog). $110 and
up. Quality pups, Cholcwka 298·6379.
11/30
LEVI'S BLUE JEAN DELLS. Large
sblpm!!Tit arrived 11•18·71. We have your
size NOW JUt Lobo :Men's Shop 2120
~ntrnl SE, 11/3()
l/3 CARAT DIAMOND Engagement Ring.
$126 or best oiler. Call 24Z..6896. 11/30
20 percent discount on Tents, backpadcs,
sleeping bags, books, !ood, boata and ac•
CI'Ssorlea. Co-op members receive 26 per·
cent discount. Trnll Haus, 1031 San
Mateo SE.
FR:EAK DUS - 1964 VW Home-made
eaml.ler. Rebuilt l!llgine, good tires.
$7!15.00, 21i5·6ll50 or 842-SSO!f. 11/22
1972 NUI>IS'l' <!alettdars--12 Dlg colorful
pages, beautiful Albuquerque girls. Send
S2 cash or check: Sunbather, Dept. L,
Box 8514, Albuquerque 87108. 11/30
FinEWOOD FOR SALE. UNM Student.
247-!)170. Pinon and cooar. Student dis·
eount. 11/24
SUPEk 8 Movie Camera. New !antMtie
color. 2'77·6365, 11/29
19?1 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Spenker---Automntic Level Recording.
277-42!16. 20/12
DEAr, STUDENT 'I'O STUDENT. SAVE
30·50~} on_ Diamond :rings, 344-G349. l/25
KASTLE 206s with Marker Dindlnga
Lange Uoo!:s. site s;{!. Unrrecraf'ter poles.
Used 1 seaqon. Original Cost $285. Sell
tor $1GO. See McDonald at Journalism
205 after 4.
30 USED POR'l'ADLE TV'S. $30-$60, 441
Wyoming NE. 265·6987. 12/20
1!ll.l4 VW CAMPI.;R DUS. Must go this
month, bttJt offer. Cn!l 266-7186. 11/24
DI,ACK C A R A C U J, LAlJIICS COAT.
Wntm, elegant. $7G. DYNAMIC nEADING COURS};, lo'urst's Menwry Cout·se.
Doth new. $1G. 1/ach. Miss Phelps, 344·
1M?. 11!24
WEllDING INVITATIONS - Priet<s nre
IGw in Illnho. 100 eustoftl llrinted onlY
$5.!111. Send for trre catalog nntt samt>I!'S
to Arnold Agency, 20G Etwt Main, nex~
burrr,
ldnbo- 83440.
-HUSKIES-Silver and whiU! unr1.1dstered
Siberian llUPtllcs. $30. Moor~.>, 26G·267G,
12/1
WEIGHTS, 300 ioo., 3 dumbelfu."onrbell.
lienv:v ofl()r. 26G·9004. 12/1
TnUCKlN' '1- S foot enbover convt!rl:s :vour
11ickup to n trrwelin~ home. MU!It sell
this wee!<. 21i6·6fl61. 11/30

usiD-

Having Trouble Writing Home?
IIave the Lobo Do It For You!

famous international dishes

4'3 RomeroSt. N.W.
of Old Town Plaza

2

One rear ..- $7 .oo

blocks N.W.

All you need to do to have the LOBO mailed to your home is
send $7.00 to: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106 or come by the
office, Journalism building, room 205 at the corner of Central
and Yale.

242~4g86

CLA§§IFIED
A DVERTK§ING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

.

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum {that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if some ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's lOwords 5 times)

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFfCATIONS:
l. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE rOllOWING ADVERTISE!v1ENT ---TIMES STARTING~~-

•

1n a

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PlACED BY ............____________

?vtusfc.A~L ~ - rN8Tli~u"':"M~r~~N~T-::-s~&

RECOtWS. Urothers 1\lttslc. 1!131 Cen•
tral NW. 242·3741>. 12/1
1006 VW, ~ood condition. Neurly IICW
tit<'!l. Rebuilt engine. Excellent condi·
tlon. 247·31i89 nft<!l' 1>:00 pm. 12/1
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